Fluid simulation

Ten years ago, fluid simulation was solely for the big studios.
Today, the technology is in the hands of home users. To mark the
release of RealFlow 5, Jim Thacker looks back over a decade of
technical innovation and discovers what we can expect in the future
here’s something about digitally simulated
water that always quickens the pulse.
Perhaps it’s the way in which it moves: the
sinuous underlying flow breaking up into a ballet of
drips and splashes. Perhaps it’s the complexity of
the mathematics that generate it: the Navier-Stokes
equations that describe the motion of fluids, and the
computational methods used to bring them to the
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screen – techniques with excitingly chunky names
like smoothed particle hydrodynamics and PIC/FLIP
simulation. Or perhaps it’s the sheer visceral thrill of
seeing millions of tonnes of water crashing down
around you. Whatever the reason – and whatever else
you think of Roland Emmerich’s movies – the sight
of vast tidal waves poised and ready to overwhelm
the White House never fails to bring a tear to the eye
(a digitally simulated tear, of course).
It wasn’t always this way. Back in 1997, James
Cameron’s Titanic – a movie that, famously, cost
more to make than the ship itself – coupled digital
simulations of ocean surfaces with live footage shot
in a 17-million-gallon tank: a feat that must have
made even the most Luddite of studio executives
begin to wonder if there wasn’t something in this
new-fangled computer technology after all.
But our story – the tale of a decade of technical
innovations, and the way in which they trickled down
into our off-the-shelf software – doesn’t begin there.
Instead, it begins at that metaphorical watershed:
the dawn of the new millennium.

The early years

Combining digital water with liveaction footage film in a giant tank,
Titanic set the scene for a wave of
innovation over the next decade
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Back in 2000, fluid simulation was in its infancy.
Jerry Tessendorf – later to win an Academy Award
for the development of Rhythm & Hues’ in-house
tools – had laid the foundations with his work on the
computation of water surfaces for Titanic itself. In
1998, Antz had extended the use of digital simulation
to moving bodies of water.
But for the first truly modern example of 3D water
– a photorealistic rendered ocean, with wave crests
breaking into spurts of spray and foam – we have
to turn to another movie. “The Perfect Storm laid
the foundations for our water simulation pipeline,” »
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Fluid simulation

The first ocean interaction sim completed in
Flowline. Back in 2004, Scanline VFX’s proprietary
software was just beginning to attract international
attention for its capabilities

says Nick Rasmussen, principal R&D engineer at
Industrial Light & Magic, of Wolfgang Petersen’s
2000 production. “For example, building a primary
sim [for the ocean itself] then layering secondary
simulations on top of it – for spray and mist, and so
on. The same themes were echoed in later movies,
even though by then we’d switched to newer
underlying algorithms.”
ILM’s fluids pipeline offers a convenient case
study through which to tell the first part of our story.
Other major studios – among them Digital Domain,
Rhythm & Hues, Sony Pictures Imageworks, Pixar
and Double Negative – have their own proprietary
systems, all capable of excellent work. But in most
cases, the chronology of development is the same.
Essentially, there are two types of fluid solvers:
Lagrangian systems, which are based on particles,
with the velocity of individual particles determining
the motion of the fluid; and Eulerian systems, which
divide the volume being simulated into a threedimensional grid, with velocities calculated at each
point on that grid. Particle-based solvers are great

By 2006, entire movies were being done in the
commercially available RealFlow in the shape of The
Guardian’s 80+ fluid simulation shots, seen here in
both wireframe and finished form

“Particle-based SPH models could do great things, but
had a hard time with large-scale effects; grid-based
methods were great for large effects, but not fine detail”
Mark Stasiuk, co-founder, Fusion CIS
at fine detail, but don’t scale well; grid-based solvers
are good for large-scale effects, but struggle with
anything below the resolution of the grid. ILM’s first
breakthrough was the successful development of
a hybrid approach.
The particle level set method, implemented by
Ron Fedkiw in PhysBAM, the system ILM employed
on 2003’s Terminator 3, inserts particles into the
simulation volume around the air-water interface:
one set just inside to represent the water, and one
set just outside to represent the air. They’re there
to prevent loss of detail on the simulated surface

but, says Rasmussen, they have another unexpected
benefit. “When you get to a point where the crest of
a wave is so sharp that there is no way to represent it
in terms of the implicit function across the grid [the
continuous water surface], it pulls back to reveal all
the particles that were formerly inside and says ‘Hey,
these are supposed to be water’ – which gives you
a straightforward way of plugging into secondary
particle simulations for spray, bubbles and mist.”
By 2005’s Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire,
PhysBAM and ILM’s other simulation systems
– previously a suite of disparate command-line
»

A 2005 high-res Flowline test. The software had already come a long way from its origins as a complex slider-driven 3ds Max smoke simulation plug-in
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Fluid simulation

The ‘River God’
sequence from 2008’s
The Chronicles of Narnia:
Prince Caspian. An
underlying character rig
directed the simulation

breakthrough in the use of off-the-shelf software
in Hollywood fluid simulation.
The software in question, RealFlow, was first
released back in 1998. Initially a pure particlebased system, it had begun to make inroads into
commercials work with the release of version 3.0
in 2004. However, there is a world of difference
between commercials and movie effects – as
Fusion CIS co-founder Mark Stasiuk, who worked
on Poseidon’s ‘Broadway’ shot with CIS Hollywood,
explains: “Instead of asking RealFlow to do 100,000
particles, we were now asking it to do five million.
That jump pushed us out of 32-bit space – and
[version 3] wasn’t 64-bit.”
During production, Stasiuk worked with RealFlow’s
developers at Next Limit to implement 64-bit
support, multi-threading and Python scripting: all
features that were to find their way into version 4.0.
These advances formed the platform for the next
key movie in our fluid simulation timeline: 2006’s
The Guardian.
Although the plot of this Kevin Costner action
adventure about the Coast Guard service is probably
best forgotten, the effects are still worthy of note.
Working in tandem with Flash Film Works, Fusion
CIS completed over 80 fluid simulation shots in

2006 The Guardian

The first movie to have fluid simulation done entirely using
off-the-shelf software – courtesy of Flash Film Works
and Fusion CIS – The Guardian was a slow burner in the
VFX industry. Major studios pooh-poohed, then quietly
downloaded copies of RealFlow, while many smaller
studios abandoned work on their own proprietary tools.
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“The mechanics of the Navier-Stokes equations
are well-known. But converting that into lines of
C++ that do the job in production: that’s the task”
Stephan Trojansky, head of R&D, Flowline
RealFlow 4: the first time that work of this scale
had been created entirely in commercially available
software rather than through an in-house solution.
The effect of this commercial milestone on the
VFX community was striking. “The people with their
own proprietary software pooh-poohed it; meanwhile
Next Limit reported they were downloading copies
of RealFlow to test it out,” says Stasiuk. “And several
places – studios that would typically handle 100-300
shots on a movie – stopped trying to develop their
own proprietary software and switched to RealFlow.”
Just a few years later, the software is now a
keystone of the simulation pipelines at Luma Pictures,
Hydraulx and Asylum Visual Effects, the latter of
which completed the fluids shots on 2008’s The
Curious Case of Benjamin Button.

Where next?
Over the past decade, fluid simulations have become
larger, faster and ever more detailed. Increasing art
directability has become one key area of current
development; the GPU-acceleration of existing
systems another. But what can we expect next?
One set of clues is provided by Naiad, Exotic
Matter’s eagerly anticipated off-the-shelf simulation
software, due for full release later this year, but
already seen in action in James Cameron’s Avatar.
Developed by Marcus Nordenstam and Robert
Bridson, both veterans of ILM and co-authors of
Squirt, Double Negative’s proprietary fluid simulation
system, the pair decided to go it alone in 2008.
“It was primarily about making the level of
technology [that existed internally at large studios]

2007 Pirates of the Caribbean 3

By 2007, realistic digital water was a known
quantity at the major VFX houses: the next
challenge was to make it art directable. Building
on its work on Evan Almighty, ILM simulated the
Maelstrom as a flat disc, then warped it into a
funnel using post-processing tools. The movie also
marked an early outing for GPU-accelerated sims.

2008 Oscar triumph

Of 2008’s 13 Scientific & Technical Academy
Awards, no fewer than six were for fluid simulation.
ILM and Digital Domain won Scientific and
Engineering Awards for their in-house tools, while
Rhythm & Hues won a Technical Achievement
Award, as did the teams responsible for RealFlow,
Flowline and Maya Fluid Effects.
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The future of fluids
Leading researchers offer their
predictions for the next big things
in fluid simulation

2007’s Evan Almighty
marked the start of
ILM’s use of techniques
to make fluid simulations
not just realistic, but
art-directable

Increased speed
“It wouldn’t surprise me if the next five
years saw an order-of-magnitude increase in
simulation speeds – and therefore scale”
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Mark Stasiuk, co-founder, Fusion CIS

GPU acceleration
“No-one wants to work with serial code
[on the CPU] now. Any code that isn’t prepped
for the future will be gone in three years”
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Stephan Trojansky, head of R&D, Flowline

Increasing parallelisation
“There are efforts to increase
complexity through computer power. Cloud
computing seems to be the next milestone”
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Victor Gonzalez, CEO, Next Limit Technologies

New hybrid methods
“They’re dominated by pure Eulerian
solvers or SPH particle fluid solvers. There’s
going to be more openness to new methods”
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Marcus Nordenstam, co-founder, Exotic Matter

Integrated fluid/rigid-body simulations
“When you have explosions, they tend
to come along with destroying something. We’re
working on [true destruction physics]”
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Stephan Trojansky

Simulated phase changes
“Going from solid to liquid to gas is part
of the same thing in nature. But we currently still
need different solvers to simulate this”

06
available to the mass market,” says Nordenstam of
the Naiad project. “But there were a lot of untested
ideas swimming around in my head, some going all
the way back to ILM.”
Foremost among these is the Naiad interface,
an attempt to define a universal, software-agnostic
standard for simulation, analogous to the RenderMan
interface standard for rendering.
“While there are things about RenderMan that
people don’t like, I think that everyone would agree
that the fact that there is a standard has allowed
a lot of different parts of a 3D pipeline to work
together very easily across shows,” says Nordenstam.
The second is a tiling system for the domain: the
box around the fluid that contains all of the grid
points in a grid-based solver. (Naiad uses the hybrid
PIC/FLIP method, which Bridson helped popularise.)
Bigger simulations mean bigger domains – and
rapidly, memory limitations. Rather than simply create
a box large enough to contain, say, a smoke plume,
the software envelops the plume in tiles, solving the
fluid directly on those tiles. By not having to waste
time on calculations for the parts of the domain
that contain no smoke, Naiad achieves previously
unparalleled simulation times. One key shot of a
stormy ocean in Avatar, for example, was calculated
on a single computer.

2009 2012

A modern high-water mark in the field, Roland
Emmerich’s latest disaster movie features what
must count as the largest fluid simulation of all
time, with Scanline VFX employing Flowline to
flood the entire world, inundating the Himalayas
and washing away the White House in the
process. After this, there’s only outer space…
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RealFlow at its most beautiful in Jean-Paul
Frenay’s abstract short Artificial Paradise,
completed with help from Condor Digital. See
it online at frenayjp.be

Victor Gonzalez

Will these innovations come to define new industry
standards? Only time will tell. You can read what our
other interviewees felt would be the most significant
trends in fluid simulation over the next five years
in the box to the right. But one thing is clear: fluid
simulation remains one of the most fertile areas of
computer graphics research.
As Scanline VFX’s Stephan Trojansky puts it:
“I always get a kick out of seeing the results on
screen. Just flooding a city is kind of boring now.
But then you get Roland Emmerich coming over and
saying: ‘I want to flood the whole fucking world!’ ”

Marcus Nordenstam

Workable surface tension
“It’s been solved mathematically,
but those solutions are useless in films. The
challenge is to make it usable in production”
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Better particle rendering options
“Prior to renderers like [Prime Focus’s]
Krakatoa, you could generate beautiful particle
simulations, but not render them out”
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Mark Stasiuk

Increased art directability
“There are endless opportunities. Just
taking existing sims and making them look
better will be an open problem for a while”
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Nick Rasmussen, principal R&D engineer, ILM

Thanks also to Kresimir Tkalcec of Sitni Sati, Jascha
Wetzel of Jawset and Cristian Barghiel and Jeff Lait
of Side Effects Software.
Space did not permit discussion of the use
of fluid simulation for gases in this article: read
interviews with them online at the 3D World
website via tinyurl.com/morefluids

More simulation work!
“As technology evolves, you’ll see more
pervasive use of fluid simulation, simply because
it will be less expensive to add to a shot”
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Nick Rasmussen

2010 Naiad released

Due for a full 1.0 release later this year, this new
system, developed by ILM and Double Negative
veterans Marcus Nordenstam and Robert Bridson,
features a node-based GUI, new domain-handling
techniques, and attempts to define a RenderManlike interface standard for simulation work. The
future of fluids?
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